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ABSTRACT 

SUPER HIGH ENERGY HEAVY ION COLLISIONS * 

W.M. Geist 

Nuclear Science Division 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 94720 

LBL-24399 

Basic theoretical ideas on a phase transition to a plasma of 

free quarks and gluons in heavy ion collisions are outlined. First 

results from experiments with oxygen beams at 14.5 GeV/c/N (BNL), 60 

and 200 GeV/c/N (CERN) are discussed. 

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy 
Research, Division of Nuclear Physics of the Office of High Energy 
and Nuclear Physics of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract 
DE-AC03-76SF00098. 

*Introductory review given at the Seventh International Conference 
on Physics in Collision, Tsukuba, Japan, August 1987. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Any experiment dealing with collisions of particles may be 

characterized by i) the number nF of incoming fermions (e.g., nF = 

2(6) for e+e- (pp) interactions), ii) the invariant center-of-mass 

(ems) energy~ and iii) the number Nev of useful events recorded. 

In this framework recent experiments with heavy ions are easily seen 

to differ from cosmic ray experiments by much larger values of Nev• 

from LBL and Dubna experiments due to higher\(5 and from high energy 

particle experiments by the range of nF: Collisions of oxygen ions 

with, e.g., lead targets correspond to nF=672 valence quarks, 

whereas nF=l248 will be reached with lead beams at CERN after 1990 

and nF=ll82 for gold on gold collisions at RHIC a little later. 

From this classification it is clear that there is little overlap 

with previous experience. It signals, therefore, the beginning of a 

new field of research. The large number of valence quarks involved 

suggests the name of the game: one is going to investigate 

thermodynamical.behavior of strongly interacting matter, i.e., of 

gluons and quarks. Those not (yet) used to such ideas are asked to 

listen to Lucretius l) . 

... A new aspect of the Universe 2) is striving to reveal 
itself. But no fact is so simple that it is not harder to 
believe than to doubt at the first presentation. 

With this in mind, more conventional nuclear phenomena (see 

e.g. 3)) are not discussed in the following with the exception of 

inelastic cross sections and the phenomenon of el. magn. 

dissociation. The focus will be on simple theoretical concepts 

concerning the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) and on first experimental 

results. 
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2. THEORETICAL CONCEPTS 

In pp collisions one has measured the differential cross 

section do/dpf for secondary particles as function of the trans-

2 e
-bp1 -am1 verse momentum p . It is well described by do/dp « « e , 

T T 
m
1 
=~m2 + p~. This is a simplified version of a thermodynamical 

distribution 4) in analogy to the classical Maxwell-Boltzmann 

distribution do/dv2 
« e-E/kT, where v is a particle's 

velocity, E its energy, T a temperature. This indicates that <p1> 

is a measure of a temperature: <P1> - 2T. Actepting this idea one 

can then think of the equivalent to a well-known experiment: heating 

of water. Measuring the temperature of water one finds first a rise, 

then a constant value of T while water undergoes a phase transition 

(of first order) to vapor and finally the temperature of vapor rises 

again. For pp collisions a similar feature shows up: With increasing 

lab beam momentum plab the value of <p1> increases from <p1> < 

100 MeV/c at plab ~ 1 GeV/c to a plateau with <p1> = 330 MeV/c 

at Plab > 70 GeV/c. Are we, therefore, witnessing the onset of a 

phase transition, i.e., the "boiling" of hadronic matter 4) at the 

"Hagedorn" temperature T- 160 MeV? 

There are simple arguments in favor of a phase transition to free 

quarks and gluons: Just as in the case of an insulator-conductor 

transition (e.g., gas-el.magn. plasma) one may expect sort of a Debye 

screening of color charges in the collision of heavy ions at 

sufficiently high energy. This is confirmed by recent QCD 

calculations on a lattice S) Debye screening is reflected by the 

small values of the strong coupling constant ns(Q2,T) 6) for 

large values of T and small values of the four-momentum transfer Q 
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(corresponding to large distances) in fig. 1. Heavy ions should be 

more efficient in achieving a deconfining phase transition as a 

consequence of better screening due to the larger numbers of quarks 

and gluons. 

To get a more quantitative feeling of what may be needed to 

generate experimentally such a phase transition, a gas of free, 

massless quarks and gluons is considered now. Masslessness ("chiral 

symmetry restoration") is suggested by lattice-QCD ?) . It may be 

understood in analogy to electrons in a valence band of a conductor, 

where the effective electron mass differs from its vacuum value due to 

(periodic) boundary conditions. The idealization of free partons 

follows from the small values of as(Q2,T) in fig. 1. 
I I 

One can easily calculate the energy density eq(eg) 

per degree of freedom for free, massless quarks (gluons): 

eg =a J dp•p•Fermi(T,±lJ). 

These relations correspond to the classical Stefan-Boltzmann law; 

Bose(T) and Fermi(T,±lJ) stand for the Bose and Fermi distribution 

functions at given temperature T and chemical potential ll; a 

( 1 a) 

( 1 b) 

contains normalization factors. Multiplying by the number of degrees 

of freedom one gets an equation of state for the QGP, i.e., a relation 

between energy density e
0

, T and ll: 

I I I 

€ = Q 2 •8 •e + 2 •3 •2F•(e +e ) = f(T,lJ). s c g s c q q 
( 2) 
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The subscripts stand for color (c), flavor (F) and spin (s). The 

boundary between hadronic phase (subscript H) and QGP is given by Tb 

= Tb(~b) which is obtained from the Gibbs relations for 

temperature, pressure (P) and chemical potential: 

(3) 

QGP with T ~ 0 and large values of ~ may exist in neutron stars 

and may be produced by stopping projectile nuclei A' by target nuclei 

A in the BNL energy range. The simpler case of a QGP with ~ = 0 is 

considered now. It should have existed during the early universe and 

may be produced in the central rapidity region of very high energy A'A 

collisions. The integrals (1) are solved now analytically: 

With Tb(~=O) = (200 ± 40) MeV from Lattice-QCD on arrives at 
3 £Q ~ 1+5[GeV/fm ]. 

For comparison, the energy density £P of a proton is 

£P = mp/VP ~ 0~5 [GeV/fm3]; for a nucleus A, 

(4) 

£A= AmA/VA ~ 0.16 [GeV/fm3] while for an ultrarelativistic gas of 

free, massless, charged and neutral pions one has £ = 3·(~2/30)T4 . 
~ 

From these numbers one infers that energy densities one order of 

magnitude larger than £~ or £A have to be reached 

experimentally for a QGP to form. 

After its creation the QGP expands and eventually converts back 

into the hadronic phase, i.e., into the observed hadrons. 
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3. EXPERIMENTS AND FIRST RESULTS 

3.1 Experiments 

One usually attempts to meet the condition of high energy 

densities by triggering on events where projectile and target hit head 

on ("central collisions"); this is signaled by the absence of 

projectile nucleons emerging from the collision at small polar lab 

angles e. As a consequence, most experiments exhibit the common 

feature of hadronic calorimetry ate- 0°. A fraction of the 

projectile energy is transformed into transverse energy ET at large 

angles in the ems. This transverse energy flow is, in most 

experiments, detected by el.magn. and hadronic calorimeters. The 

experiments differ, on the other hand, in that various specialized 

detectors are used to trace down the expected signatures of the QGP. 

The Plastic Ball of WA80 covers the low rapidity region for a 

detailed study of target fragmentation. Experiment NA38 employs a 

well-proven spectrometer to study ~-pair production; NA34 combined a 

~-pair spectrometer with a spectrometer arm to measure inclusive 

yields of identified particles and photons. The BNL experiment E802 

will also consist of a dedicated single particle spectrometer. The 

aim of NA35 (streamer chamber) and NA36 (TPC) is the measurement of 

strange particle production; the TPC of NA36 should yield sufficient 

statistics also for rare processes such as<s>or<Q>production. 

3.2 Cross Sections 

The most fundamental quantity characterizing a reaction is the 

cross section. Fig. 2 shows the inelastic cross section oin for 

collisions of oxygen with 27 Al (at 200 GeV/c/N) and 207 Pb (60 and 

200 GeV/c/N) as determined by the NA36 collaboration ?) An 
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estimated contribution from el.magn. dissociation 

subtracted. At all energies one finds that oin « 

B) (see below) 

2 
(RA.+RA) • 

113 th d .. f th . t t• 1 . where R «A are era 11 o e 1n erac 1ng nuc e1. 

little energy dependence between Plab ~ 4.5 GeV/c/N 9) 

and Plab = 607200 GeV/c/N 7•10 •11 ) as in the case of pp 

collisions. Note that oin( 16o197Au)- 4b- 100oin(pp). 

There is 

was 

If projectile and target pass each other at a distance b>RA+RA •• 

they do not interact strongly. The sizeable charge of heavy ions, 

however. results in non-negligible el.magn. cross sections. e.g .• 

for target dissociation 12). Approximating the strong el.magn. 

field by single photon exchange (Weizsacker-Williams method) and 

using measured photo-nuclear cross sections the el.magn. 

dissociation cross section can be predicted. Calculations 13) are 

compared in fig. 3 to preliminary data obtained by NA40 for 197Au 

d . . t• 14) 1SSOC1a 10n . The measurements are on the level of 0.1 

oin' rather close to predictions. A larger el.magn. cross 

section is expected for 32s projectiles due to their larger 

charges (fig. 3). 

These el.magn. cross sections are a limiting factor for beam 

lifetimes in high energy heavy ion colliders. One may also 

anticipate substantial cross sections to produce fermion pairs due 

to y-y-processes in those collisions. 

3.3 Typical Event Features 

Energy spectra were recorded at e = (0±0.3) 0 by the WABO 

collaboration for oxygen at 200 GeV/c/N incident on 12c. 64cu. 

108Ag and 197Au targets. The angular acceptance is to match the 

projectile fragment emission angles expected from Fermi motion 15 ) 
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In fig. 4 16) one finds that light targets cannot efficiently stop 

the beam. This is to a large extent a consequence of geometry: Two 

equal-sized objects do not completely overlap frequently. As one 

increases the target size one finds more and more events where the 

projectile has lost more than 80% of the incident momentum. These 

spectra are rather well reproduced by the Fritjof Monte Carlo 

code 17 > (histogram) which is based on a string picture. The Au 

data are qualitatively compatible with preliminary results reported by 

NA36 18) It seems thus possible to create, in violent central 

collisions, large energy densities. The deposited energy will then 

probably turn into a large number of pions and/or into large energies 

per pion. 

An unbiased multiplicity distribution for minimum ionizing shower 

particles, i.e., ~(z) = <ns>cns/cin' z = ns/<ns>, was obtained 

in an emulsion experiment for oxygen collisions at 200 GeV/c/N with a 

lead target as shown in fig. 5 19 ). The distribution differs 

significantly from the well-known KNO shape, but is well described by 

a calculation in the framework of the Dual-Parton-model 20 ). 

Experimentally, <ns> = 88 ~ 2<n_>, while the DPM predicts <n > 

~ 40 21 ). For central collisions with z > 3 one has to deal with 

charged multiplicities larger than 270; comparing with <nch(pp)> 

~ 8 at the same beam momentum per nucleon the experimental challenge 

becomes evident. 

If the energy per pion E does not vary substantially with the 
~ 

"centrality" of a collision one expects similar shapes for dN/dnch 

and dc/dE{ot• where the total neutral energy E{ot is given by 

Etot ~ n~o·E~. 
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Experiment E802 has measured dc/dEiot for lab-pseudorapidity n 

in the interval n = 1.25~2.44 for 160 collisions with 197Au at 

14.5 GeV/c/N. The shape of this distribution in fig. 6 22a) is 

similar to the multiplicity distribution in fig. 5. Also shown is a 

16 fold convolution of pAu data which comes close to 16oAu data for 

Etot >50 GeV (see also ref. 22b). In other words, in events with 

large Etot' where the cross section starts to drop strongly, all 16 

incoming nucleons seem to participate: This happens at z > 2.5 and 

is a definition of central collisions. It should be mentioned, 

however, that a convolution cannot fake multiple collisions of a 

single target nucleon off many projectile nucleons. While probably 

mainly of geometric origin, the good agreement between data and 

prediction is thus not completely understood. Multiplying Etot by 

<sin e> = 0.29 22b) one can estimate typical values of the 

transverse component ET, which, like Etot' contains some hadronic 

contamination. 

Corrected distributions of total transverse energy ET 

(including el.magn. and hadronic contributions) are given in fig. 7 in 

the interval -0.1 ~ n ~2.3 for oxygen collisions with 184w, 
108Ag and 27Al (NA34 collaboration 23 >). For the heavier targets 

a plateau develops followed by a steep drop as in figs. 5 and 6. 

For dc/dE1 (Ag) = dc/dE
1

(W) < 1 mb/GeV one finds that E1 ~ A113 

(target), i.e., ET is proportional to the diameter of the target 

nucleus. Assuming that ET is produced isotropically, one can derive 

the energy density &: £ = Etot/V- 1.3 ET/V; here V is a 

cylindrical volume occupied by the interacting target nucleons. It is 

given by the cross section of the projectile nucleus times the 
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Lorentz-contracted diameter of the target nucleus. Typical values of 

& are &(ET- 100 GeV) - 2.5 GeV/fm3 and &(ET = 200 GeV) - 4.5 GeV/fm3. 

These numbers should be taken with care since none of the basic 

assumptions (isotropy and geometry) have been verified so far. It is 

nevertheless encouraging to find estimates which approach the energy 

densities probably required for a phase transition. 

If, as implied above, all 16 incident nucleons interact with about 

55 target nucleons making up the cylinder described above, the 

kinematics of such a central collision is well defined. The lab 

rapidity yl(16+55) of this asymmetric system of nucleons is given by 

yl(1+1) for a symmetric system (e.g., in pp collisions) minus a 

correction term: yl(16+55) = yl(l+1) - 1/2 ln(55/16) 24 >. An 

uncorrected lab rapidity distribution for negative pions was obtained 

by experiment NA35 25 > for 16o197Au collisions at 200 GeV/c/N; 

it is shown in fig. 8. A maximum is found at yl - 2.45 as 

expected from the above formula, whereas pp collisions give a maximum 

at yl = 3.0. The data are from central collisions corresponding to 

a cross section of 54 mb. Another interesting feature of these data 

is the width of the rapidity distribution. It is narrower than what 

has been measured for~- production in pp collision and for 

charged particles in emulsion experiments with oxygen beams at 200 

GeV/c/N 26 ) One has to wait for fully corrected distributions 

before drawing final conclusions. 

An interferometric study using ~ with yl = 2+3 indicates 

that they are emitted by an isotropic source 25 ) 

3.4 QGP Signatures 

So far, data were presented which serve to establish some 
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systematics of events in this new domain of heavy ion physics. 

Presumably, these features are not directly related to the existence 

of a QGP. 

The best signatures of a QGP are those which reflect temperature 

via the shape of the respective spectra and e.g., the number of 

degrees of freedom and/or the chemical potential via their 

normalization. It is clear that "penetrating" probes are the most 

reliable messengers since they are only little disturbed when 

traversing the hadronic phase. These penetrating probes are real or 

virtual photons (only el.magn. interactions) and strange quarks 

(strangeness conservation). One has to remember, however, that the 

QGP undergoes a space-time evolution of decreasing temperature due to 

hydrodynamical expansion such that even those probes do not directly 

correspond to a well defined temperature. Furthermore, it is not easy 

to predict the species of strange particles the strange quarks will 

turn into. 

At present there are not yet any experimental r-esults on inclusive 

distributions of single photons and strange particles. How~v~r. 

experiment NA38 found a promising trend in their data on w 

production in 16o238u collisions at 200 GeV/c/N. Theoretically 

one expects a suppression of w production in the presence of QGP 27): 

for large temperatures the Oebye screening radius may be smaller than 

thew binding radius such that a cc-pair created, e.g., in the 

reaction gg ~ cc stays unbound, provided the QGP lives long enough. 

Also slow cc pairs (e.g., at low PT) stay longer inside the QGP; 

hence, they are affected more strongly28 ). A suppression cannot 

easily be faked by w absorption in the hadronic phase due to the 
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11 1 • t" 29) sma w-nuc eon cross sec 1on · . 

+ -Background subtracted p p spectra are displayed in fig. 9 

for transverse el.magn. energies ET < 25 GeV and ET >50 GeV; i.e., for 

"peripheral" and more central collisions 30 ) Fits to the data 

reveal that the rate of w production relative to the non-resonant 

background drops by (36 ± 6)% between low and high ETo events. 

Central collisions seem therefore to yield a smaller w rate (or more 

non-resonant background) than the more peripheral collisions. 

Furthermore the apparent suppression is stronger for smaller 

transverse momenta of the dimuon pairs as expected from the QGP30). 

Production of w in pU interactions does not exhibit any of these 

features 30 ). 

4. CONCLUSION 

About nine months after first data taking with oxygen beams at 

very high energies a systematic study of main event features is 

beginning. The emerging data are very useful to understand dominating 

reaction mechanisms and to guide improvements of models and of 

detectors. Measured energy flows are compatible with large initial 

energy densities, as large as expected for the creation of a QGP. 

With sulphur or lead beams one should be even better off. A lot of 

detailed systematic work has to be launched now in order to pin down 

traces of the QGP. The early observation of what may be a QGP 

signature, i.e., of a signif~cant change of relative w production 

rates, is very encouraging. 
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